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AFL2019: Australasia
Fruitnet rounds up news from Australian and New Zealand exhibitors
at Asia Fruit Logistica
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grading and packing solutions with a strong sales and support
team,” Payne explained. GP Graders has also invested in
developing its own electronics for its machinery. Payne said
the move provides the company with the capabilities to
better tailor each installation to each customer’s needs. GP
Graders currently has offices in Australia, Chile and
Washington State in the US, with plans to open another in
California.
The Great Australian Squeeze (Australia)
The Great Australian Squeeze co-exhibited at Asia Fruit
Logistica for the first time alongside Eagle Creek Citrus. Using
citrus grown along the Murray River, the company currently
produces a range of cold pressed orange and grapefruit juices.
It plans to move into hot filtered offerings in the near future.
While the company has primarily focused on the Australian
domestic market to date, its presence at the trade show
identified some potential export opportunities. “We’ve had a
few Asian buyers come by our stand and comment on how
tasty our juices are,” said Emma Salter of The Great Australian
Squeeze. “We’d like to explore the opportunity of getting our
juices into café chains or restaurants over here [in Asia].”

Mr Apple (New Zealand)
Mr Apple used the trade show to showcase a number of new
varieties, along with a popular new member of its team. The
company’s ‘Mr Apple’ mascot drew plenty attention to the
leading New Zealand grower-packer-exporter’s stand.
Appearing at numerous promotional activations in China this
year, the mascot has developed into one of the company’s
USP’s (unique selling proposition). “There are very few fresh
produce brands which also have the potential to be
memorable brand personalities,” said Lisa Cork, Mr Apple’s
special projects manager. The Mr Apple team also had samples
of Dazzle and Posy apples available at its stand, with
feedback favorable for the new branded offerings.

GP Graders (Australia)
GP Graders highlighted its extended capabilities through its
new partnership with US-headquartered A&B Packing. Stuart
Payne, director of GP Graders, said the collaboration plays to
both companies’ strengths, bringing together his company’s
grading technology for small fruit produce with A&B
Packing’s automated packing material operations. “Both our
companies now offer turnkey
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